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Abstract—Today, GNSS-based solutions (Global Navigation
Satellite Systems) facilitate the implementation of the train
localisation function on-board the vehicle. In the railway context,
as a train has to travel different zones on its itinerary, multiple
obstacles in these environments can cause different signal per-
turbations: multipaths, signal delays and masking phenomena
that lead to negative consequences on the position accuracy. To
reinforce the position quality, a localisation system, developed in
the GaLoROI european Project and based on the combination of
sensors such as a GNSS receiver and an Eddy Current Sensor,
is studied. In this paper, we present a procedure and a model,
which aims at evaluating the dependability of this system under
local impacts of different railway environments. It allows us
analysing complex behaviours of the sensor fusion component
on the availability and accuracy of data provided by GNSS &
ECS sub-systems and also to take into account the reliability
parameters of hardware components.

I. INTRODUCTION

One of the keys in automatic train control systems is
localisation of railway vehicles. It generally relies on track side
components. However, such devices lead to high maintenance
costs and also expensive investment costs for infrastructure
deployment. For several years, the evolution of the localisation
from trackside to trainborne side is a promising solution for
this issue. In fact, no infrastructure installation has to be in
relation with the on-board system and its maintenance can be
easily done during the frequently checks of the trains.

By offering an interoperable worldwide solution, Global
Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) becomes an advantageous
solution for on-board localisation units. That is the reason
why, numerous articles analysed if the performances of GNSS
systems satisfy the railway requirements, in particular for
safety-related applications. Indeed, using experimental results,
[4] concluded that a standalone GPS/GLONASS satellite nav-
igation system and also its combination with inertial navi-
gation systems (INS) do not meet the strong safety-related
requirements mentioned in railway standards. This point of
view is reinforced in [3]. The authors showed the unavail-
ability probability of the GNSS-based train localisation unit in
different zones like tunnels, urban, wooded and railway cutting
environments is far to attain the expected safety integrity level
and needs to be augmented by other navigation sensors in
order to overcome GNSS outage situations. In a recent study,
authors of [13] performed numerous test runs on the High Tatra
mountain railway line in order to evaluate RAMS parameters

of a GNSS based localisation unit. They showed that the
performances of GNSS cannot meet the railway requirements
in a forest zone and suggested to integrate other on-board
localisation sensors.

These above studies emphasized the necessity of rein-
forcing the performances of GNSS localisation unit by other
sensors when they are used in safety applications. However,
identifying an appropriate configuration associated to a data
combination strategy that meet railway requirements remains
an issue. This question is considered in [1]. From the dis-
cussion about a short-listing of data fusion options between
GNSS signals and other sensors, the authors highlighted one
of the advantages of the Eddy Current Sensor (ECS) compared
to INS, which is the avoidance of velocity errors due to
slip/slide. In fact, the combination between GNSS signals and
ECS signals permits to overcome the disadvantages of each
component taken separately and to increase the accuracy and
robustness of the global localisation unit.

In this context, the GaLoROI project (Galileo Localisation
for Railway Operation Innovation), which aims at developing
a certifiable, safety-relevant, and satellite-based localisation
unit for low density railway lines, is ongoing. The operation
principle of GaLoROI is to combine satellite positioning data
with satellite-independent data, here provided by an ECS,
in order to provide a safe, accurate and continuous train
position. The development process of this new localisation
system requires to evaluate performances and dependability
parameters according to EN50126-1, 2 & EN 50129 ( [5]–[7]).
The dependability parameters, i.e. the Reliability, Availability,
Maintainability (RAM) parameters are used in the railway
domain to characterize the conditions that maintain the system
in a state to deliver a correct required service during operations.
In this paper, we present the first step of the dependability
assessment process for GNSS & ECS based localisation unit,
the core part of the GALOROI system. The quality of GNSS
signals degraded by local phenomena in railway environment
and also, the complex behaviours of the sensor fusion, pose
multiple challenges for analysing failure causes of the localisa-
tion service and for evaluating its dependability. In this article,
we propose a new methodology that meets these challenges.

The paper is structured as follow: in Section II, we will de-
scribe the system and its components under the dependability
aspects. The issues, which concern qualitative and quantitative
evaluations of the system dependability, will be presented in



Fig. 1. System concept

Section III. Finally, Section IV presents the conclusion and the
future research works.

II. DESCRIPTION OF THE ON-BOARD LOCALISATION UNIT

AND ITS ERROR CONDITIONS

Figure 1 presents the working principle of the localisation
unit. Every data from both GNSS and eddy current sensors
contain information about the position and the velocity of the
train and are combined in a fusion component. This process is
implemented in a computer that integrates a digital track map.
With a data fusion algorithm that includes a map-matching
process, an accurate train position can be calculated in real-
time.

Satellite based localisation unit

The GNSS antenna is used to collect the data that are
emitted from satellites. These data, which contain the satellite
ephemeris, a set of parameters that describe the satellite orbit,
are sent to the receiver. Based on measurements of the signal
propagation time between a satellite and a receiver, a pseudo-
distance can be calculated. Using the ephemeris and pseudo-
measurements, the receiver position is generally obtained in
real-time. Normally, 3 visible satellites are required for the
position estimation. However, in order to overcome errors due
to a clock deviation between a satellite and a receiver, the
localisation is performed if there exists at least 4 satellites.

The advantage of GNSS localisation unit is to provide
worldwide available and highly accurate measurements that
are not prone to drifts in contrast to the INS. However, for
the dependability analysis of the satellite navigation, multiple
error sources can lead to a poor positioning:

• errors in space such as satellite failure, ephemeris
errors, orbit errors,

• errors in propagation environment such as ionospheric
& atmospheric delays, meteor impact, multipath devi-
ations, interference impacts, satellite shadowing,

• failures in user hardware equipment, in particular an-
tenna failures or receiver failures (their corresponding
failure rates are hereafter called αa and αr).

Eddy current sensor

The second localisation device, the ECS, gives a speed
value, a distance value and the direction of the vehicle. In
the sensor unit, there are two coil systems that are placed

along the rail direction with a fixed distance between them
of L m. Each coil system generates a time varying signal that
represents the variation of the eddy currents along the rail.
By an analysis of electromagnetic signal correlation, the time
delay (∆T ) between the signals from the two coil system is
obtained. The actual speed with which the train runs along the
track is then calculated: v = L/∆T . Furthermore, the direction
of the movement can be detected. Thus the ECS measurements
are totally independent of the slipping or slidding errors.

The ECS is not affected by weather conditions such as rain,
snow, ice, etc, or by pollution. The impact of interferences
due to electrical conductors near rails is also non-significant.
Therefore,the dependability of ECS device is considered using
only its hardware failure rate called αe.

Digital track map

The digital track map is stored in a computer that performs
the data fusion function. It comprises all relevant track infor-
mation such as length of track sections, geo-coordinates to the
track elements, hazard areas. These information are customised
and updated for particular application area.

The consistency checks for track map information are
performed only at the program start of the localisation unit.
If any errors are detected, the program is stopped. Therefore,
when the program starts successfully, we do not consider the
possibility of errors caused by the digital track map.

Fusion component

The position information coming from the GNSS receiver
and from the ECS are sent to the fusion component every T
s. Then the fusion component combines these data to ensure
reliable positioning results. In [2], an example of data fusion
approach for a satellite-based localisation unit is provided and
is based on an Extended Kalman Filter. By discussing about
the approach limits, the author also suggests an idea that is
to use the digital track map as a further source in order to
overcome the lack of information in the case of sensor faults.
In fact, a data fusion approach combined with a map-matching
algorithm is being currently developed in the GaLoROI project
[12]. For the dependability analysis in this paper, we do
not mention the algorithm and we are only interested in the
position results at the fusion component output. By analysing
the fusion component behaviours, we find that an estimated
position in output of the system is considered as incorrect if
one of the following states occurs:

• Unavailable ECS and GNSS data: If there is no ECS
and GNSS data for more than T1 s, the output of the
fusion can be considered as false.

• Unavailable GNSS data: If GNSS data are missing for
more than T2 s the confidence interval linked to output
data will increase quickly. In that case, the position is
not trustworthy and considered as false.

• Unavailable ECS data: If the ECS data are missing
but GNSS measurements are available, the system can
estimate the train position and the process goes on.
Note that the inaccurate measurements of the ECS are
not considered because no reliable criterion allows us
to judge whether a ECS measurement is invalid.



• Inaccurate GNSS data:

◦ At least k consecutive position errors of the
receiver that are greater than x meters (PEr >
x) can lead to a position error in output of
the fusion component that exceeds the user
tolerance limit.

◦ If the ECS data are missing, at least l con-
secutive position errors of the receiver that
are greater than x meters (PEr > x) can
lead to a position error in output of the fusion
component that exceeds the tolerance limit.
Note that due to the efficiency of the fusion,
the impact of position errors at the receiver
output on the global position result will be
reduced if there exists valid ECS data, thus
k > l.

On the other hand, we also consider material failures of the
fusion component using the failure rate αf .

III. FIRST STEP OF THE DEPENDABILITY EVALUATION OF

THE LOCALISATION UNIT

The first step of the dependability evaluation is to define,
analyse and evaluate the service failures of the system. From
railway user’s point of view, the positioning function is con-
sidered as failed in the following cases:

• Case A - unavailable output of the fusion component.
In this case, the localisation service expected by the
user is interrupted.

• Case B - untrustworthy position, i.e. the position result
has a large estimated confidence interval. In this case,
the service is still delivered. However, the position
result with its large confidence interval cannot be used
in safety-relevant train control applications.

• Case C - estimated position is outside accuracy bound-
aries. In this case, the localisation service expected by
the user is failed but is not recognized by the system
or the user.

The combinations of causal events leading to each above
mentioned case will be identified by the qualitative analysis
presented in the next subsection. The probability of each case
will be evaluated in the subsection related to the quantitative
analysis.

Qualitative analysis of dependability of the positioning service

As mentioned previously, the qualitative analysis of the
GNSS and ECS-based localisation system encounters multiple
challenges because of specific properties of the GNSS signals
and because of complex behaviours of the fusion component.

On the one hand, common analyses of dependability cannot
adaquately take all perturbations affecting GNSS signals into
account, especially local impacts of railway environments. In
order to overcome this difficulty, we model the GNSS receiver
output using 4 states:

1) Correctly estimated position, i.e. when the difference
between the true position, unknown for the user, and

the estimated position is inferior than a tolerance limit
laid down by user requirements: PEr ≤ x m.

2) Incorrectly estimated position, i.e. when the estimated
position is outside accuracy boundaries: PEr > x
m. Consecutive position errors can lead to a failed
service of the global localisation unit.

3) Position is not delivered because, at the receiver
input, the number of valid signals received are in-
sufficient (Missing-GNSS-signal).

4) Position is not delivered because of an hardware
failure.

In the next subsection, the transition probabilities between
these states can be identified using data collected from:

• simulations [3],

• real tests [13].

Note that in both articles [3], [13], the authors only focus on
the important impact of local phenomena and do not consider
the hardware failures. This aspect is also examined in our paper
with relevant hardware failure rates.

On the other hand, a new approach that allows the analysis
of the dynamic behaviours of the fusion component is required.
This approach has to consider at each sampling instant if sensor
data are available and accurate, and has also to handle temporal
dependencies.

In reliability and safety studies, the traditional fault tree
method (FT) [8] is widely used because it is suitable for both
qualitative and quantitative analyses. In fact, it provides an
ideal framework for deductive analyses that look for various
possible combinations of causal events leading to the top event
(feared event). It also allows the calculation of probabilities
related to the combinatorial logic gates. However, this method
is not sufficient to capture behaviours and interactions of
components of complex and hybrid systems that integrate both
continuous and discrete dynamic behaviours. The Dynamic
Fault Tree method (DFT) [14] is an extension of the FT method
by defining additional dynamic gates in order to attain a higher
level of systems’ dependability analysis. This method allows
the analysis of failure sequences, functional dependent failures
or priorities on failure events. Moreover, the FT method with
time dependencies between events (TdFT) [10] is also useful. It
allows duration conditions leading to hazards to be considered
inside logic gates. In order to combine advantages of the above
methods aiming at capturing the fusion component behaviours,
we present in this subsection a hybrid fault tree model.

Let us consider the FT in Figure 2, which analyses failed
outputs of the fusion component, those failures intervene in
the three cases A, B and C. The unavailable output (Case A)
is caused by a material failure (Basic Event 1 - BE1) or by a
software error in the fusion component (Undeveloped Event -
UE). The material failure occurs with a failure rate αf while
the software error is not analysed in the framework of this
paper.

The untrustworthy position (Case B) can be caused by a
lack of both GNSS and ECS data for more than T1 s (called
Intermediate Event 1 - IE1) or by missing GNSS data for more
than T2 s (Intermediate Event 2 - IE2).



Fig. 2. Hybrid Fault Tree of service failure

BE1: material failure of the fusion component
BE2: ECS failure
BE3: antenna failure
BE4: receiver failure
BE5: missing GNSS signal (signal in space)
BE6: position error at the receiver output > x m
IE1: lack of both GNSS and ECS data for more than T1s
IE2: missing GNSS data for more than T2s
IE3: missing GNSS data
IE4: GNSS hardware failure
IE5: at least k consecutive position errors of the receiver > x m
IE6: at least l consecutive position errors of the receiver > x m |
ECS fails

UE: software error in the fusion component

Next, the IE1 is the output of a causal AND gate (defined
in [10]) having in input ECS failure (Basic Event 2 - BE2) and
missing GNSS data (Intermediate event - IE3) with a duration
greater than T1 s. The output of the causal AND gate only
happens when its inputs occur together during the given period
of time. The IE3 has in input the BE5 - Missing of GNSS signal
(state 3 of receiver output) or IE4 - GNSS hardware failure
(state 4 of receiver output) caused by an antenna failure (BE3)
or receiver failure (BE4). Similarly, the IE2 is a duration gate
output (DUR gate) having in input the IE3 for more than T2

s. The DUR gate is defined by the occurrence duration of the
input during a given period of time.

The case C is caused by IE5 - at least k consecutive PEr >
x m or IE6 - at least l consecutive PEr > x m when ECS
fails. We define in this paper the consecutive gate (CON gate).
Its output only happens when its input consecutively occurs at
least N times. The IE5 is the CON gate output of k consecutive
events PEr > x m (BE6, state 2 of the receiver output). Next,
the IE6 is characterized by the priority-AND gate (PAND gate
defined in [14]) of a ECS failure (BE2) and a CON gate of l
consecutive events PEr > x m (BE6). The PAND gate output
only happens when its inputs occur from left to right.

With a dynamic gate (PAND gate) and time dependency
gates (Causal AND gate, DUR gate, CON gate), the proposed
hybrid fault tree allows the complex behaviours of the fusion
component to be captured and characterized. Then, the causes

Fig. 3. DSPN structure for hardware states of components

that lead to failed outputs can be studied. However, the
analytical evaluation of the system availability in terms of a
structure function is a complex issue and is not performed
within the framework of this article. For the quantitative
analysis, the service failure probability will be evaluated by
another approach presented in the next subsection.

Quantitative analysis of dependability of the positioning ser-
vice

Based on the hybrid fault tree presented before, the Dy-
namic Stochastic Petri Net (DSPN) is used to quantitatively
analyse service failures. This method is widely employed in de-
pendability assessments and allows time dependent behaviours
in a system to be taken into account. An event transition in a
DSPN can occur according to the three following ways:

• immediately when all guard conditions are satisfied
(type 1)

• after a constant delay (type 2)

• after an exponentially distributed probabilistic delay
(type 3)

The quantitative analysis is performed according to the
three following steps:

• Step 1 - model the evolution of sub-system states over
time.
The hardware states of ECS, antenna, receiver, fusion
component is modelled by two PN places: OK and
Failure places (Figure 3 illustrates the receiver exam-
ple). Their failure events and reparation actions are
characterized by two transitions of type 3 associated
to the corresponding failure rates (see values in Table
I) and with a reparation rate of 1/24 h.
Based on the qualitative analysis, the 4 states of the
receiver output are modelled in the DSPN illustrated
in Figure 4. The transitions between the states 1/2/3
only occur when no material failure exists. Their
probabilities are calculated from the simulation data
used in [3]. The transitions from these three states
to state 4 (hardware failure state) immediately occur



Fig. 4. DSPN structure for position results of GNSS receiver

Fig. 5. DSPN structure for CON gate of N consecutive events

when there exists at least a material failure of a
component. Finally, after a reparation action, if all
components are OK, the transition from state 4 to
one of the three states 1/2/3 is fired after the time to
first fix (TTFF) of the receiver.

• Step 2 - model dynamic logic gates.
The translation of OR, PAND, DUR gates to the
corresponding DSPN structure is proposed in [11].
The Causal AND gate is modelled by a combination
of AND and DUR gate. Finally, we propose in this
paper the CON gate model. It is described in Figure 5.

• Step 3 - model and evaluate the global behaviour of
the system.

The probability of the top event of the hybrid fault
tree is evaluated using the DSPN simulation results.

TABLE I. INPUT PARAMETERS FOR EVALUATING THE FAILURE

SERVICE OF SYSTEM

Missing time & Number T1 T2 k l

of consecutive PE 3 s 60 s 2 6

Failure rate (/10−6h) αa αr αe αf

4 4.08 2 6.06

TABLE II. PROBABILITY OF SERVICE FAILURE IN DIFFERENT

ENVIRONMENTS

Urban Tunnel Woody Railway
Cutting

Service failure 1.65E
−4

1.53E
−2

7.59E
−2

7.17E
−4

Fusion
component

3.42E
−6

failure

Missing GNSS
during 60s

4.1E
−6

1.53E
−2

4.1E
−6

4.1E
−6

Missing ECS &
GNSS during 3s

8.34E
−11

6.63E
−7

7.4E
−10

3E
−9

Failed ECS &
2 consecutive
PEr > 50 m

1.63E
−8 0 2.73E

−7
2.95E

−8

6 consecutive
PEr > 50 m

1.57E
−4 0 7.59E

−2
7.1E

−4

TABLE III. COMPARAISON OF THE AVERAGE AVAIBILITY OF ECS AND

GNSS LOCALISATION UNIT AND SINGLE GNSS LOCALISATION UNIT [3]

Environment ECS & GNSS unit Single GNSS unit

Railway Cutting 99.93% 87.76%

Urban 99.98% 93.88%

Woody 92.41% 60.23%

Tunnel 98.45% 15.57%

There are numerous tools to create and evaluate a DSPN. In
this paper, we use the Petri Net module of GRIF platform [9]
to illustrate the performance of our model. The dependability
assessment of the global localisation unit on a mission of 1
hour is based on the following assumptions:

• The system is considered to be fault free at the start
of the mission.

• Failed components are repaired after the tests (µ =

1/24 h) and the TTFF of the global system is 180 s.

• Consecutive position errors of GNSS receiver output
of more than 50 m can lead to a position error of the
global system (estimated position is outside accuracy
boundaries).

• Other parameters that characterize system behaviours
are given in Table I.

Table II gives the results of the quantitative analysis for the
GNSS and ECS based localisation system. The probabilities
of intermediate events (IE) that directly lead to the Top event
(TE) are respectively presented in the right part of the Table.
By considering the probability of TE (service failure) and IEs,
we see that the principal cause of a service failure is the



impact of the operational environment on the GNSS output.
For example, in woody environment, the IE5 (more-than-
6-consecutive-GNSS-PEs) with an occurrence probability of
7.59E−2 is the critical event that leads to the global service
failure. In tunnel environment, the occurrence probability of
IE5 is reduced and is non significant while the IE2 (missing-
GNSS-data-for-more-than-60s) with its occurrence probability
of 1.53E−2 becomes the principal cause of TE.

By considering Table III, the service availability of global
system are improved significantly when compared with a
single GNSS-based localisation unit at the accuracy level of 50
m [3], especially in areas of low GNSS signals. For example, in
tunnel environment, the service availability is reinforced from
15.57% to 98.47%.

IV. CONCLUSION

On-board localisation equipment in railway systems can
beneficially evolve using GNSS. Moreover, the combination
of GNSS sensors to ECS sensors can improve significantly
the positioning quality in case of GNSS outage situations.
However, such configuration poses numerous challenges when
analysing and evaluating the system dependability. We have
presented in this paper a hybrid fault tree model aiming at
performing the dependability assessment of a GNSS-based
and ECS-based localisation unit. Using dynamic gates (PAND
gates) and new time dependency gates (Causal AND gates,
DUR gates and CON gates), the hybrid fault tree method
is powerful for analysing complex behaviours of numerous
systems.

For the qualitative evaluation of dependability of the stud-
ied system, the method analysed dynamic and time-dependent
behaviours of the data fusion. Additionaly, the model of the
receiver outputs considers local impacts of different railway
environments and the hardware failure probability.

The quantitative analysis was implemented by translating
the elements of the hybrid fault tree toward DSPN. Then, we
used an existing tool -the Petri net module of GRIF platform -
in order to evaluate the probability of the global service failure.
The results illustrated the efficiency of integrating an ECS
into a satellite-based localisation unit. However, for a safety
application ensuring a safe railway traffic, this configuration
is not sufficient as the safety requirement for the localisation
function is not met. It has to be reinforced by a redundant
equipment. This principle is adopted for the GaLoROI system.

These above results are preliminary conclusions obtained
using the illustrated numerical example of [3] based on simu-
lation data. As the system is totally new and is still developing,
real data are not yet available to tune the model of the
system. In future work, after the system tests in operational
environments will be completed, we will analyse experimental
data and will apply them into the model for RAMS assess-
ments. Furthermore, a more efficient algorithm to improve the
implementation time of Petri Net for quantitative evaluation
could also be developed.
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